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It is not a new struggle this. I remember hearing years ago
William Morris arguing with Engels, Marx's son-in-law, and
the joint author with Marx of the Manifesto of the Com-
munist Party. And it might for all the world have been
myself arguing with the Technocrat., except that I am not.,
lite Morris, a sentimentalist, and that Engels, unlike the
Technocrat, was not a sadist dyspeptic—and that I almost
never argue on sociological subjects.
I am not doing it now; I am expressing likes and dislikes
and prophesying conditionally. That is to say, that I am
asserting that unless the craftsman takes again his position
in our society, our civilization of the Great Route will for
two reasons pass into chaos. For two reasons: the Machine
will break down over its economics and mankind will become
effete. We are already half-way there. And what is the good
of being a Technocrat dictator if you cannot digest a slice
of Thanksgiving turkey? Or have to have your stalled auto-
mobile pushed off a ferry by little boys?
It will have to be one or the other; take it or leave it> I
don't care. I shall go on for as long as I live, spending half
my activities on my vegetable garden and the other half
doing what I am doing now. I am neither sociologist nor
politician. I am an onlooker stating the result of conclusions
that have taken me half a century to arrive at. ... The
half-century that has passed since Walter Atterbury and I
went sailing to the next State but one. . . . During those
years I have rarely been still for more than three or four
months on end. I have rolled my hump along, on mule
back, in dog-carts, on liners, in carriers* carts, on trains,
autobuses, army waggons, my feet, looking at things and
listening to men talking. And all the while growing something
in soup dishes or aware that something was growing itself
for me on the slopes above the Mediterranean—or the
Channel. . . . And now putting down what I think about
it all.
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So that, except for the conviction that nothing but a general
return to the frame of mind of the craftsman and artist can

